propulsion. Solar sails accelerate slowly but surely, capable of eventually reaching tremendous speeds that may eventually be applied to interstellar exploration and travel. In fact, many scientists consider solar sailing the only reasonable way to make interstellar travel a reality. Usually a solar sail is considered as a thin membrane that uses the momentum carried by electromagnetic radiation originated from the sun to propel a spacecraft.
However, the Sun space environment is a very dynamic place. As well as a high photon flux, there is a stream of electrically charged particles that is ejected from the Sun. This corpuscular part of the solar radiation is highly variable in terms of both velocity and density. The interactions of a solar-sail material with positive and negative Sun-generated particles must therefore be considered by interstellar mission planners because a solar sail will be a long term under an influence of different type space environmental effects. Solar energetic particle events can have a significant effect on both the operations and design of a solar-sail spacecraft. This was one of the reasons A solar-sail performance is significantly affected by four factors: the areal mass of the sail, the optical properties of the sail film, the mechanical properties of the sail films, and the sail geometry. The first three T 574 Roman Ya. Kezerashvili
